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Welcome to the 2018 Poets House Showcase, our annual, all-inclusive exhibition of the most recent poetry books, chapbooks, broadsides, artist’s books, and multimedia works published in the United States and abroad. This year marks the 26th anniversary of the Poets House Showcase and features over 3,400 books from more than 750 different presses and publishers. For 26 years, the Showcase has helped to keep our collection current and relevant, building one of the most extensive collections of poetry in our nation—an expansive record of the poetry of our time, freely available and open to all.

Building the Exhibit and the Poets House Library Collection

Every year, Poets House invites poets and publishers to participate in the annual Showcase by donating copies of poetry titles released since January of the previous year. This year's exhibit highlights poetry titles published in 2017 and the first part of 2018. Books have been contributed by the entire poetry community, from the poets and publishers who send on their newest titles as they're released, to library visitors donating books when they visit us. Every newly published book is welcomed, appreciated, and featured in the Showcase.

Poets House provides a comprehensive, inclusive collection of poetry that is free and open to the public. The Poets House Showcase is the mechanism through which we build our collection, and to make it as comprehensive as possible, the library staff reaches out to as many poetry communities and producers as we can. To meet the different needs of our many library patrons, we aim to bring together poetic voices of all kinds. We strive to reflect the vast diversity of poets across race, gender, sexual orientation, age, faith, ability, citizenship, and nationality. We also welcome every kind of poetry from every type of publisher, whether it is the product of a commercial or university press, an independent press or micro-press, or one of the many poets who self-publish their work.

Organization and Scope of the Showcase

The Showcase exhibit is organized alphabetically by publisher, to bring attention to the unique editorial voice of each publisher and create a snapshot of this particular moment in the ever-changing landscape of American poetry publishing. It also acts as a valuable resource for poets seeking to learn how to navigate the publishing scene, by allowing them to get a feel for which presses might be a match for their own work, based on each press’s different style and list of authors.

The Poets House Showcase focuses on single volumes of poetry, but it also includes a
wide array of prose and criticism, anthologies, chapbooks, and multimedia works. As in past years, the Showcase includes poetry presented in formats beyond the conventional, ranging from traditional broadsides and ephemera to records and cassettes, postcards and poetry trading cards, and one-of-a-kind artists’ books.

The focus of the Poets House Showcase is on United States presses and publishers, but the collection is also designed to serve an international community of English-speaking poets. For this reason, Poets House includes books from international publishers when contributed—particularly books from Canadian and British publishers, but also the English-language books we receive from other countries, as well as many works translated into English from other languages.

**Exhibition Dates and Programs**

The 2018 Poets House Showcase opens to the public on June 28th, 2018 and remains open during regular library hours until August 18th, 2018. During these seven weeks, readings will be held in celebration of the Showcase from some of the many authors whose works are featured in the exhibition, including Chen Chen, Anaïs Duplan, Natalie Eilbert, Tongo Eisen-Martin, Roberto Harrison, Lawrence Joseph, Wayne Koestenbaum, Joy Ladin, Michael Lally, Dorothea Lasky, Denizé Lauture, Katy Lederer, Aimee Nezhukumatathil, Raquel Salas Rivera, Tony Robles, and Celina Su.

At the close of the exhibit, Showcase titles move from Elizabeth Kray Hall upstairs into the Reed Foundation Library, where they are shelved in a special display area so that they are accessible to visitors wishing to browse the previous year’s titles. At the time of the next Showcase, the previous year’s Showcase titles are integrated into our ever-growing 70,000-item poetry collection.

**The Numbers**

The 2018 Poets House Showcase includes 3,452 titles from 770 publishers and presses. This includes 357 chapbooks, 167 anthologies, 107 prose works, 99 broadsides, 41 artist’s books, 42 children’s books, and 12 multimedia works. 132 of the titles are bilingual or multilingual, in 31 different languages, from Spanish, Italian, and Chinese to Urdu, Ladino, and Sanskrit. Of the 3,452 titles, 2,498 were published in 2017 and 954 in 2018. 35 are uncorrected proofs and advance reading copies of books yet to be published. 3,274 books were published by U.S. presses.
How to Participate in the Poets House Showcase

Poets House gladly accepts donations for our annual Showcase all year. As the Showcase is an inclusive event, Poets House encourages all publishers and poets to submit one copy each of their most recently published poetry titles to Poets House to have them featured in our next exhibition.

Please direct your submissions to Amanda Glassman, Librarian and Archivist, reachable at amanda.glassman@poetshouse.org, and help spread the word!
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Book Listings by Publisher

1913 Press
- Nao, Vi Khi, Umbilical Hospital, 2017.

3 Hole Press

42 Miles Press
- Pritts, Nate, Decoherence, 2017.

48th Street Press

918 Studio
- Bayles, Mike, Breakfast at the Good Hope Home, 2017.

A.P.D. (A Presidential Disaster)

Able Muse Press
- Berman, Ben, Figuring in the Figure, 2017.
- Blake, Lorna Knowles, Green Hill, 2018.
- Corbett, Maryann, Street View, 2017.
- Poochigan, Aaron, Manhattanite, 2017.
- Trommer, Rosemerry Wahtola, Naked for Tea, 2018.

Able Muse Press / Word Galaxy Press
- Finch, Margaret Rockwell, Crone’s Wines: Late Poems, 2017.

**Abrams Books for Young Readers**

**The Academy for Teachers**

**Acre Books**

**Action Books**

**Adastra Press**

**Advent Purple Press**

**Agincourt Press**

**Ahasan Al Azad**

**Ahsahta Press**
• Mixon-Webster, Jonah, *Stereo(TYPE)*, 2018.
• Terwilliger, Kelly, *Riddle Fish Hook Thorn Key*, 2017.

**Airlie Press**
• Terwilliger, Kelly, *Riddle Fish Hook Thorn Key*, 2017.

**Akashic Books**

**Alfred Gustav Press (Canada)**

**Alice James Books**
• Akbar, Kaveh, *Calling a Wolf a Wolf*, 2017.
• Hand, Monica A., *Divida*, 2018.
• Robertson, Kristin, *Surgical Wing*, 2017.
• Watson, Ellen Doré, *pray me stay eager*, 2018.
• Welch, Anna Rose, *We, the Almighty Fires*, 2018.
Allbook Books

Alliance for Young Artists & Writers

Almost Island Books (India)

American Poetry Review

Ana Paula Oliveira

Ana Rüshe

Anaphora Literary Press

Andrews McMeel Publishing
• Lovelace, Amanda, *The Princess Saves Herself in This One*, 2017.
• Lovelace, Amanda, *The Witch Doesn’t Burn in This One*, 2018.
• Parker, Cyrus, *DROPKICKromance*, 2018.
• Sin, r.h., *A beautiful composition of broken*, 2017.
• Sin, r.h., *planting gardens in graves*, 2018.
• Sin, r.h., *she felt like feeling nothing*, 2018.
• Sin, r.h., *whiskey words & a shovel: I*, 2017.
• Sin, r.h., *whiskey words & a shovel: III*, 2017.
• Wetch, Justin, *Bending the Universe*, 2018.
• White, Tyler Kent, *Songs with Our Eyes Closed*, 2018.

**Anhinga Press**


**AntiSentiMental Society**


**Antrim House Books**

• Knoll, Tricia, *How I Learned To Be White*, 2018.
• Mathieu, Loi, *Snow Raining on Glass*, 2018.
• McQuilkin, Rennie; ill. Don Nace, *Dogs*, 2017.

**Anvil Press (Canada)**
• Creary, John, *Escape from Wreck City*, 2017.

**Apprentice House Press**

**Aquarius Press / Willow Books**
• Aybar, Gustavo Adolfo, *We Seek Asylum*, 2017.
• Baker, Quenton, *This Glittering Republic*, 2017.

**Archetype Press**

**Archipelago Books**
Archway Publishing

Arctos Press

Argos Books

Argus House Press / Winged City Chapbooks

Arsenal Pulp Press (Canada)

Artcenter College of Design & Accademia di Brera (US / Italy)

Arte Público Press

Artifact Press
Ashland Poetry Press

Atelos

Atlantean Publishing (UK)

Authorspress (India)

Autonomedia

Autumn House Press

Autumn House Press / Coal Hill Review

Awst Press

Backlash Press (UK)
The Backwaters Press

Bamboo Ridge Press

BareBackPress (Canada)

Barrelhouse Books

Barrow Street Press

Bauhan Publishing LLC

Beacon Press
Bear Star Press
- Willis, Wendy, A Long Late Pledge, 2017.

Beatlick Press

Beatlick Press & Jules' Poetry Playhouse Publications
- Nyquist, Jules, Homesick, then, 2017.

Belladonna*
- Kirby, Aristilde, Daisy & Catherine: (Lychnis coronaria) x (Rosa canina), 2017. Chapbook.
- Kunak, Göksu, I Thought This Would, 2018. Chapbook.
- Nguyen, Hoa, You Then a Dang, 2017. Chapbook.
- Rivera, Eléna, Le Souci Formel / the formal concern, 2017. Chapbook.
- Sneed, Pamela, Sweet Dreams, 2018.

**Belle Fontaine Editions**

**Bellevue Literary Press**

**Ben Roylance**

**Ben Yehuda Press**

**Biblioasis (Canada)**
• Jernigan, Amanda, *Years, Months, and Days*, 2018.
• Wareness, Noah, *Real Is the Word They Use To Contain Us*, 2017.

**Big Bang (US / UK)**

**Birds, LLC**

**The Bitter Oleander Press**


**BkMk Press**


**Black Lawrence Press**

• Guess, Carol, and Daniela Olszewska, *Human-Ghost Hybrid Project*, 2017.
• Lefsyk, Sara, *We Are Hopelessly Small and Modern Birds*, 2018.
• Muench, Simone, and Dean Rader, *Suture*, 2017.
• Muradi, Sahar, *[Gates]*, 2017.
• Williams, Ruth, *Flatlands*, 2018.
**Black Moss Press (Canada)**

**Black Ocean**

**Black Radish Books**

**Black Square Editions**

**Black Widow Press**
BlazeVOX [books]


Blood Pudding Press


Bloodaxe Books (UK)

- Shuttle, Penelope, *Will You Walk A Little Faster?*, 2017.

**Bloom Books**


**Bloomsbury**


**Blue Horse Press**

BOA Editions

Bob Dombrowski

BookThug (Canada)
- Tater, Mallory, *This Will Be Good*, 2018.

BookThug & Fence Books (US/Canada)
Bootstrap Press

Bordighera Press

Boston Review

bottle rockets press

Bottlecap Press
- Faul, Prairie M., *In the House We Built*, 2018.
**Bottom Dog Press**

**Box Turtle Press**

**Brass Tacks Press**
- Capra, Pablo, "He didn't know who he was...", 2017. Chapbook.

**Brian Alan Bild**

**Brick Books (Canada)**
- Cayley, Kate, *Other Houses*, 2017.

**Brick Road Poetry Press**

**BrickHouse Books**
Bright Hill Press

Broadkill River Press

Broadstone Books

Broken Dimanche Press (Germany)

Broken River Books

Brooklyn Arts Press

Brownstone Poets
Buffalo Ochre Papers

Bull City Press

Burning Deck

Burning Flower Press

Burnside Review Press

C&R Press
- Darling, Kristina Marie, *Dark Horse*, 2018.
Caitlin Press (Canada)
• Braid, Kate, Elemental, 2018.
• Byers, Jane, Acquired Community, 2017.

Caitlin Press / Dagger Editions (Canada)
• Rivera, Rani, All Violet, 2018.

Called Back Books
• Hamel, Gillian Olivia Blythe, occident, 2017.

Canarium Books
• Kawala, Anne; trans. Kit Schluter, Screwball (the indispensable deficit), 2018.
• Killebrew, Paul, To Literally You, 2017.

Candlewick Press

Capricious Publishing
• Johnson, Rindon; ill. Ser Serpas, Shade the King, 2017.

Capricious Publishing / WONDER

Carcanet Press Ltd (UK)
• Bergin, Tara, The Tragic Death of Eleanor Marx, 2017.
• Bird, Caroline, In These Days of Prohibition, 2017.
• Burrows, Miles, Waiting for the Nightingale, 2017.
• Clark, Thomas A., Farm by the Shore, 2017.
• Clarke, Gillian, Zoology, 2017.
• Davies, James, Stack, 2017.
• Hughes, Peter, *Cavalcanty*, 2017.

**Cardboard House Press**


**Carnegie Mellon University Press**

• Frank, Rebecca Morgan, *Sometimes We’re All Living in a Foreign Country*, 2017.
• McFee, Michael, *We Were Once Here*, 2017.
• Sneeden, Brian, *Last City*, 2018.

**The Catenary Press**

**Catkin Press (Canada)**

**CavanKerry Press**

**Cayuga Lake Books**

**The Center for Book Arts**
• Esteves, Sandra Maria, *Like This*, 2017. Broadside.
• Martin, Dawn Lundy, *One falls past the lip of some black unknown—*, 2017. Broadside.

**Center for Literary Publishing**
• Chan, Sylvia, *We Remain Traditional*, 2018.

**The Center for Western and Cowboy Poetry**

**Central Coast Press**

**Charlesbridge**

**Chax Press**

**Chelsea Editions**
Chelsea Editions & Xenos Books
- Dellolio, Peter, A Box of Crazy Toys: 100 Liquid Landscapes, 2018.

Chester River Press

Chin Music Press

Christos Mortzos (Germany)

Chronicle Books

Cider Press Review
- Clauser, Grant, Reckless Constellations, 2018.

Cinco Puntos Press

City Lights Books
- Brazil, David, Holy Ghost, 2017.
- Giménez Smith, Carmen, Cruel Futures, 2018.
- Reyes, Barbara Jane, Invocation to Daughters, 2017.
• Shapiro, David, *In Memory of an Angel*, 2017.

**Civil Coping Mechanisms**
• Civil, Gabrielle, *Swallow the Fish*, 2017.
• Kelly, Devin, *In This Quiet Church of Night, I Say Amen*, 2017.

**Cleveland State University Poetry Center**
• Hong, Anna Maria, *Age of Glass*, 2018.
• Lewty, Jane, *In One Form To Find Another*, 2017.

**co-im-press**

**Coach House Books (Canada)**
• Dodds, Jeramy, *Drakkar Noir*, 2017.
• Rhodes, Shane, *Dead White Men*, 2017.

**Codhill Press**

**Coffee House Press**
• Reed, Justin Phillip, Indecency, 2018.
• Sikelianos, Eleni, Make Yourself Happy, 2017.

Cold Hub Press (New Zealand)
• Gibb, John, Waking by a River of Light, 2017.
• Kennedy, Erik, Twenty-Six Factitions, 2017. Chapbook.
• Powell, Jenny, South D Poet Lorikeet, 2017.

Columbia University Press
• Kane, Daniel, "Do You Have a Band?: Poetry and Punk Rock in New York City, 2017. Prose.
• Oerlemans, Onno, Poetry and Animals: Blurring the Boundaries with the Human, 2018. Prose.

Commune Editions
• Solomon, Samuel, Special Subcommittee, 2017.
• Yépez, Heriberto, Transnational Battle Field, 2017.

Conestoga Zen Press
• Larson, Rustin, Lateral Meniscus of the Archangel, 2017.

Contra Mundum Press
• Baudelaire, Charles; trans. Rainer J. Hanshe, My Heart Laid Bare: & Other Texts, 2017.
• Hanshe, Rainer J.; ill. Federico Gori, Shattering the Muses, 2017.

Copper Canyon Press
• Bottoms, David, Otherworld, Underworld, Prayer Porch, 2018.
• Budbill, David, Tumbling Toward the End, 2017.
• Brimhall, Traci, Saudade, 2017.
• Jin, Ha, *A Distant Center*, 2018.

**Cornell University Press**
• Lehman, David, and Angela Ball, eds., *Next Line, Please: Prompts to Inspire Poets and Writers*, 2018. Prose.

**Cornell University Press / ILR Press**

**Counterpoint Press**
Country Valley Press

Cowboy Buddha Publishing

Crisis Chronicles Press

Criterion Books

Cross-Cultural Communications

Cross-Cultural Communications & Coal Sack Publishing Company

CSF Publishing
Cubanabooks

The Cultural Society

CUNY Poetics Document Initiative (The Center for the Humanities, The Graduate Center, CUNY)

Curbside Splendor Publishing

Cyberwit.net

Dale Benjamin Drakeford
Dalkey Archive Press

Damask Press

Dancing Girl Press
- Ortiz, Leila, A Mouth Is Not a Place, 2017. Chapbook.

David M Field
- Field, David M, Root Chakra Plus One, 2017.

David R. Godine
- Barba, Susan, Fair Sun, 2017.
- McNair, Wesley, The Unfastening, 2017.

Deadly Chaps

DeAnn Louise Daigle

Deerbrook Editions
- Camire, Dennis, Combed by Crows, 2017.
- Siegel, Joan I., Archaeology, 2017.
- Willitts, Martin, Jr., Three Ages of Women, 2017.
- Zamir, Omer, Chrysopylae, 2017.
**Delete Press**

**DIA Art Foundation**

**Didi Dunphy**

**Diode Editions**

**Dog on a Chain Press**

**DogBone**

**Don Moyer**

**Dorrance Publishing**

**Dos Gatos Press**
Dos Madres Press
- Daly, Dennis, *Pantoums*, 2018.
- Willitts, Martin, Jr., *The Uncertain Lover*, 2018.

DoubleCross Press
• Young, Stephanie, *It’s No Good Everything’s Bad*, 2018. Chapbook.

**Downstate Legacies**

**Dr. Cicero Books**
• Bland, Celia; ill. Kyoko Miyabe, *Cherokee Road Kill*, 2018.
• Brownstein, Michael, *Let’s Burn the Flags of All Nations*, 2018.

**Duke University Press**

**ECW Press (Canada)**
• Sharpe, Jamie, *Dazzle Ships*, 2017.

**Editions Simoncini (Luxembourg)**

**Editura Pim (Romania)**

**Edna S. Tuttleman Gallery**

**Eggtooth Editions**
The Elephants

- Dimos, Helen, *No Realtor Was Compensated for This Sale*, 2017.

Elixir Press


Elkhound Publications


Entre Ríos Books


Etruscan Press


Eve Packer


Eyewear Publishing (UK)


Faber & Faber (UK)

- Berry, Emily, *Dear Boy*, 2018.

**Farrar, Straus and Giroux**
• Joseph, Lawrence, *So Where Are We?*, 2017.

**Fast Speaking Music**

**Fence Books**

**The Field Office**
Finishing Line Press

- Dym, Victoria, *When the Walls Cave In*, 2018.
• Gurland, Greer, *It Just So Happens: Poems to Read Aloud*, 2018.
• Hale, Dorinda, *Disorientation and the Weather*, 2018.
• Harris, Kathleen McKinley, *Earth Striders*, 2017.
• Krasner, Barbara, *Chicken Fat*, 2017.
• Levinson, Lois, *Before It All Vanishes*, 2018.
• Liou, Jennifer, *Vesuvius at Home*, 2017.
• Miller, MaryAnn L., *Cures for Hysteria*, 2018.
• Mullin, Anne Johnson, *Sometimes a Sonnet…*, 2017.
• Murphy, Patricia, *The Occupant*, 2017.
• Nguyen, Emily Saunders, *Dream’s Hold*, 2018.
• Niles, Bo, *crescendo | decrescendo*, 2018.
• Osterman, Jeannine-Marie, *There’s a Hum*, 2018.
• Parker, Mary Elizabeth, *This Lovely Body*, 2017.
• Patterson, Thomas, *Juniata County*, 2017.
• Tieger, Leah, *We and She, You and Then, You Again*, 2017.
• Tramonte, Barbara, *Oddities*, 2018.
• Williams, L.B., *In the Early Morning Calling*, 2018.
• Young, Margaret, *Blight Summer*, 2017.

**Fithian Press**


**Five Oaks Press**

• Garvey, Pamela, *Seven Miles Deep*, 2017.

**Floating Bridge Press**

**Flood Editions**
• Moxley, Jennifer, *Druthers*, 2018.

**Floricanto Press**

**Flutter Press**

**Fly By Night Press**
• Sit, Joanna, *Track Works*, 2017.

**Folded Word**

**FootHills Publishing**
• Czarnecki, Michael, *There Is Only This Moment: Spontaneous Poems #2*, 2017.

**FootHills Publishing / Cloudburst Council Press**

**Fordham University Press**

**Four Way Books**

**Francesca Cricelli**

**Frank Palleschi**

**Free Verse**

**Further Other Book Works**

**Further Other Book Works & Cuneiform Press**

**FutureCycle Press**

**Futurepoem**

**Futurepoem & the Institute of Contemporary Art, University of Pennsylvania**

**A Gathering of the Tribes**
Gazing Grain Press

Gelles-Cole Literary Enterprises

George Malave

Get Fresh Books, LLC

Ghost City Press

Ghostbird Press

Giramondo Publishing (Australia)

Girasole Press
Glass Lyre Press
- Berdeshevsky, Margo, Before the Drought, 2017.
- Goss, Erica, Night Court, 2017.
- Morse, Cameron, Fall Risk, 2018.
- Neuberg, Karen, the elephants are asking, 2018.
- Tribble, John, God of the Kitchen, 2018.

Gold Wake Press

Gramma Poetry
- Hayashida, Jennifer, A Machine Wrote This Song, 2018.
- Tran, Stacey, Soap for the Dogs, 2018.

Gravity Tension Press

Grayson Books
- Crews, James, Halfway-Heaven, 2017.

**Graywolf Press**
• Faizullah, Tarfia, *Registers of Illuminated Villages*, 2018.
• Smith, Danez, *Don't Call Us Dead*, 2017.

**great weather for MEDIA**

**Green Integer**

**Green Writers Press**
• Gilliland, Raquel Vasquez, *Dirt and Honey*, 2018.

**Grey Book Press**

**Grey Sparrow Press**

**Greying Ghost**

**Griselda Steiner**

**The Grolier Club**

**Groundhog Poetry Press**
The Groundwater Press

Grove Atlantic

Guernica Editions (Canada)
- Clarke, George Elliott, *Canticles I (MMXVI)*, 2018.

Hachette Books

Hachette / Grand Central Publishing
- Esselman, Mary D., and Elizabeth Ash Velez, eds., *How Did This Happen?: Poems for the Not So Young Anymore*, 2017. Anthology.
Hadassa Word Press

Haiku Chronicles

The Haiku Foundation

Haiku Society of America

Hanging Loose Press

Harmonia Press (Canada)

HarperCollins / Ecco
HarperCollins / Harper

HarperCollins / Harper Perennial

HarperCollins / Harper Teen

HarperCollins / Katherine Tegen Books

Harsimus Press

Harvard University Asia Center

Harvard University Press

Harvard University Press / The Belknap Press

Harvard University Press / Dumbarton Oaks

Harvard University Press / Murty Classical Library of India

**Haybarn Press**

**Haymarket Books**

**Headmistress Press**
McKee, Freesia, How Distant the City, 2017.

Headmistress Press / Sally Jane Books

Hebrew Union College Press

Hexagon Press

Hobart / SF/LD Books
- Rusch, Jason Phoebe, Dualities, 2018.

Hobblebush Books
Holland Park Press (UK)

Holy Cow! Press

Homebound Publications

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt / HMH Books for Young Readers

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt / Mariner

House of Anansi Press (Canada)
House of Haiku

House of Nehesi Publishers

Human Errorite Publishing

Hummingbird Press

I Street Press

I-Beam Books

Ibbetson Street Press

Ibbetson Street Press & Endicott College

IF SF Publishing

Inanna Publications (Canada)
• Daniels, Carol Rose, *Hiraeth*, 2018.

**Indolent Books**

**Iniquity Press**

**Iniquity Press / Vendetta Books**
• Stroffolino, Chris, *Death of a Selfish Altruist: Tales & Poems from a Minor League Culture Worker*, 2018.

**Ink Press Productions**

**Inlandia Institute**
• Chatterton, Micah, *Go to the Living*, 2017.

**Interactive Press (Australia)**

**International Psychoanalytic Books**

**Invisible Publishing**
Ithuriel's Spear

Jacar Press
- Bogen, Deborah, *In Case of Sudden Free Fall*, 2017.

Jai-Alai Books
- Benitez-James, Layla, *God Suspected My Heart Was a Geode but He Had To Make Sure*, 2018. Chapbook.
- Cortez, Rio, *I have learned to define a field as a space between mountains*, 2017.
- Dupree, Jesus, *This song makes me feel like I am on a star.*, 2018. Broadside.

Jamie Stern and Nan Lombardi

Jamii Publishing

**JEF Books**

**Joakim Anderson**

**Johns Hopkins University Press**

**Jon Leon**

**Josef Brand**

**Joseph Kent**

**Jules' Poetry Playhouse Publications**

**Julia Cirignano**

**Junction Press**

**Kattywompus Press**
• Freeman, Matthew, *Trying To Take a Nap*, 2017. Chapbook.
• et.stark, *i don’t have a spare tire on my car*, 2018. Chapbook.

**Kaya Press**

**Kelsay Books / Aldrich Press**

**Kelsey Street Press**

**Ken Bresler**

**Kenning Editions**

**Kent State University Press**

**The Knives Forks and Spoons Press (UK)**

**Knopf**

**Knopf / Borzoi**

**Koli Marie**

**Kore Press**

**Korean Expatriate Literature & Cross-Cultural Communications**

**Kyso Flash**

**L. A. Murillo**

**La Presse**

**Lagoons Editions**

**Lapwing Publications (Ireland)**

**Last Word Press**

**Lavender Ink**
• Evans, Brett, and Christopher Shipman, *Keats Is Not the Problem*, 2018.

**Lavender Ink / Diálogos**
• Loakira, Mohamed; trans. Peter Thompson, *...and the spring is veiled over/...et se voile le printemps*, 2017.
Lawrence Schwartzwald

Leaf Press (Canada)
- Taylor, Rob, "Oh Not So Great": Poems from the Depression Project, 2017.

Ledge Mule Press

Lee & Low Books / Children's Book Press

Lee & Low Books / Shen's Books

Lerner Publishing Group / Carolrhoda

Les Figues Press

Letter [r] press

Letter Machine Editions
LettersAt3AM Press

Library of America

Librophilia

Linus Solanski

Liora Mondlak

The Literary House Press

Lithic Press
Litmus Press


Little Infinities


Lone Goose Press

- Woodard, Catherine, Opening the Mouth of the Dead, 2017.

Longnookbooks

- Maxwell, Mary, ORAL LAKE, 2018.

Loren Jakobov


Lost Horse Press

- Funkhouser, Erica, Post & Rail, 2018.
- Stone, Essy, What It Done to Us, 2017.
- Tanacea, Kendra, A Filament Burns in Blue Degrees, 2017.

Louisiana Literature Press

• Moore, Victoria, Au Bateau, 2018.

Lummox Press
• Hill, Gil Hagen, A Circle of Bones, 2018.
• Johnston, Alex, On Fire and Roses, 2018.
• McGinnis, Mary, Breath of Willow, 2017.
• Santa Maria, Georgia, Dowsing, 2017.

Luna Bisonte Prods
• Argüelles, Ivan, Fragments from a Gone World: Joe & I & Others: Poems, 2017.
• Bennett, John M., Olas Cursis, 2018.
• Berry, Jake, Phaneagrams, 2017.
• Dalachinsky, Steve, and Yuko Otomo, Frozen Heatwave: Chapter XXXV, the Physiology of the Central Nervous System, 2017.
• Leftwich, Jim, Tres Tresss Triesss Triesss Tril Trilssssss Transmutations of César Vallejo, 2018.

Lunar Chandelier Collective

MadHat Press
• Kostos, Dean, Pierced by Night-Colored Threads, 2017.

MadHat Press / Plume Editions
• Bliumis-Dunn, Sally, Echolocation, 2017.

Madison Square Park Conservancy
Magic Helicopter Press


Main Street Rag

- Garyan, David, *#Anti-Social Media Outrage*, 2018.
- Larson, Sandra Sidman, *This Distance in My Hands*, 2017.
• Stevens, Cindy B., *Naked*, 2018.

**Malikah McMillan**

**MAMMOTH Books**

**Manic D Press**

**The Manifestation-Glow Press**

**Many Voices Press**

**Marian Lapsley Cross**

**Marsh Hawk Press**

**Marymark Press**
- Sonnenfeld, Mark, "*I don’t understand...*", 2018. Broadside.

**Maudlin House**
- Cawley, Shannon, *depression is a thunderstorm and i am a scared dog*, 2017.

**Maverick Duck Press**

**Mawenzi House / TSAR Publications (Canada)**
Mayapple Press

McGill-Queen's University Press (MQUP) (Canada)

McSweeney’s Publishing

Mercer University Press

Meritage Press & i.e. press

Metatron (Canada)
Miami University Press

Michael Truman Soper

Michigan State University Press

Michigan State University Press / Wheelbarrow Books

Mick Stern

A Midsummer Night's Press

Midwest Villages & Voices

Milkweed Editions

**Millbrook Press**

**Mongrel Empire Press**

**Monk Books**

**Monster House Press**
- Isola, Juana; trans. Connor Messinger, *You Need a Long Table Behind a Pile of Firewood To Have Lunch on Sunny Days with Your Children Wearing Ray Bans*, 2018. Chapbook.

**Moon Pie Press**
Moon Tide Press

Moria Books / Locofo Chaps

Mountain Bridge Press

Mountain State Press

Moving Poetry Press

The Museum of Modern Art

The Mute Canary

Nauset Press
New Directions


New Feral Press


**New Feral Press & Cross-Cultural Communications**


**New Issues Poetry & Prose**

• Fredson, Todd, *Century Worm*, 2018.

**New Michigan Press**

• Clark, Patricia, *Deadlifts*, 2018.
• Goldbarth, Albert, *The World of Multicongruencies We Tend To Inhabit Increasingly*, 2017.
• Popa, Maya Catherine, *You Always Wished the Animals Would Leave*, 2018.

**New Poetry Press**


**New Star Books (Canada)**

• Bowering, George, and George Stanley, *Some End / West Broadway*, 2018.
• Bromige, David; ed. Jack Krick, Bob Perelman, and Ron Silliman, *If wants to be the same as is: Essential Poems of David Bromige*, 2018.

**New York Review Books**

**New York Review Books / The Chinese University of Hong Kong Press (US/China)**

**NeWest Press (Canada)**

**Nightballet Press**

**Nightboat Books**

**Nightshade Press**

**nine muses books**

**Nion Editions**

**Nirala Publications (India)**

**No, Dear / Small Anchor Press**

**Noemi Press**
• Myint, Thiri Myo Kyaw, *The End of Peril, the End of Enmity, the End of Strife, a Haven*, 2018.
• Tamayo, Jennifer, *You Da One*, 2017.
• Webster, Chaun, *GeNtry!fication: or the scene of the crime*, 2018.

**North Star Press of St. Cloud**

**North Star Publishing**
• Anish, Matthew, *"Of Other Things"*, 2018. Chapbook.

**Northwestern University Press**
• Hernandez Castillo, Marcelo, *Dulce*, 2018.
• Swearingen-Steadwell, Laura, *All Blue So Late*, 2017.

**Northwestern University Press / Curbstone Press**

**Northwestern University Press / TriQuarterly Books**
• Jackson, Marcus, *Pardon My Heart*, 2018.

**NYQ Books**
• Barone, Amy, *We Became Summer*, 2018.
• Czury, Craig, *Fifteen Stones*, 2017.
• Sala, Jerome, *Corporations Are People, Too!*, 2017.
• Schneider, Mather, *Prickly*, 2017.
• Schumejda, Rebecca, *Our One-Way Street*, 2017.
• Sznyter, Daryl, *Synonyms for (OTHER) Bodies*, 2018.
• Vogel, Emily, *Dante’s Unintended Flight*, 2017.

**NYU Press**

**O, Miami Poetry Festival**
• Duhamel, Denise, "*Drowsy As a Zinnia in the Sun*", 2017. Broadside.
• McGrath, Campbell, "*Donuts Disturb Me Don’t You*", 2017. Broadside.
• Seaton, Maureen, "*Deep (Sleep) Diving Leave Submerged*", 2017. Broadside.

**Oberlin College Press**
• Haug, James, *Riverain*, 2018.
Octopus Books


Octopus Books / Fonograf Editions


Ohio State University Press / Mad Creek Books


Ohio State University Press / Trillium


Ohio University Press


Omnidawn Publishing

- Perez, Craig Santos, *from Unincorporated Territory: [hacha]*, 2017.
• Perez, Craig Santos, *from Unincorporated Territory: [lukao]*, 2017.
• Rivera, LM, *The Drunkards: or the Book of Years*, 2018.
• Stancek, Clarie Marie, *Oil Spell*, 2018.
• Terris, Susan, *Take Two: Film Studies*, 2017.

**Open Letter**

• Brandy, Per Aage; trans. Thom Satterlee, *If I Were a Suicide Bomber: And Other Verses*, 2017. Bilingual (Danish-English).

**The Operating System**

• Eleftherion, Melissa, *field guide to autobiography*, 2018.
• Sáenz, Erick, *Susurros a Mi Padre*, 2018.

**OR Books**

**Orison Books**

**Otis Books / Seismicity Editions**
• Tadros, Billie R., *The Tree We Planted and Buried You In*, 2018.

**Outriders Poetry Project**

**Outskirts Press**

**Owlfeather Collective**
• Nazareth, Ralph, *Between Us the Long Road*, 2017.

**Oxford University Press (US / UK)**
P.R.A. Publishing

Paloma Press

Paloma Press / Mi-Go Zine

Paper Nautilus Press

Paraclete Press

Parlor Press
- Bond, Bruce, *Dear Reader*, 2018.
• Rackin, Ethel, Go On, 2017.
• Robinson, Elizabeth, Rumor, 2018.
• Sindt, Christopher, System and Population, 2017.
• Smith, Simon, Day in, Day Out, 2018.
• Stonecipher, Donna, Prose Poetry and the City, 2017. Prose.
• Zamora, Felicia, & in Open, Marvel, 2018.

**Parthian Books / Parthian Baltic (Wales)**

**Paul Wegele**

**The Paulinskill Poetry Project**

**Peepal Tree Press (UK)**
- Bagoo, Andre, Pitch Lake, 2017.
- Boodoo-Fortuné, Danielle, Doe Songs, 2018.

**PeKa Boo Press**

**Pelekinesis**

**Penguin Random House / Chatto & Windus (UK)**
Penguin Random House / Crown Archetype
- Tortorella, Nico, *all of it is you.*, 2018.

Penguin Random House / Everyman's Library

Penguin Random House / Penguin Books

Penguin Random House / Penguin Poets

Pennsylvania Center for the Book

Pentatone

PenUltimate Press
Penumbra Press (Canada)

Perugia Press

Pilot Press (UK)

Ping-Pong Free Press

Pinnacle of the Heart

Pinyon Press

Piscataqua Press
- Laufman, Dudley, *This Is the Day We’ve Been Waiting For*, 2017.

Plan B Press

Platypus Press (UK)
Plays Inverse Press


Pleasure Boat Studio


Pleiades Press


Pleiades Press & Gulf Coast


PM Press


Poet Republik Ltd


The Poet’s Press

The Poet's Press / Grim Reaper Books


The Poet's Press / Yogh & Thorn


Poetic License Press


Poetic Matrix Press


Poetic Matrix Press / Kvasir Books


Poetic Resurrection


Poetry Mutual Press


Poetry Mutual Press / Editorial Pretzelcoat!


The Poetry Collection of the University Libraries, University at Buffalo, the State University of New York


Poetry Society of America

• Kreitler, Brandon, Late Frontier, 2017. Chapbook.

**Poets Choice Publishing**
• Brylawski-Miller, Laura, First, Do No Harm: New and Selected Poems, 2017.
• Meinke, Peter, To Start With, Feel Fortunate, 2017.

**Poets Club of Lincoln**

**Poets House**
• Rankine, Claudia, From Citizen, 2017. Broadside.
• Shinder, Jason, Eternity, 2018. Broadside.

**Poets House Emerging Poets Fellows**

**Poets Wear Prada**
• Gioseffi, Daniela, Waging Beauty: As the Polar Bear Dreams of Ice, 2017.

**The Poets' Haven**

**Pomperaug Valley Press**

**The Porcupine’s Quill (Canada)**
• Donaldson, Jeffery, Fluke Print, 2018.

**Porkbelly Press**

**Portable Press & Yo-Yo Labs**

**Postmedia Books / Magra Books (US / Italy)**

**Pratt MFA in Writing**

**Prelude Books**
- Turner, Lindsay, *Songs & Ballads*, 2018.

**Presa Press**

**Press 53**
- Erickson, Terri Kirby, *Becoming the Blue Heron*, 2017.

**Press Rappel**

**Pressed Wafer**
Presses Universitaires de Liège (Belgium)

Presses Universitaires de Rouen et du Havre (France)

Primary Information & Ugly Duckling Presse

Princeton University Press

Projective Industries

Prolific Press

Prologue Press

Prospecta Press
Pulsasir

Puthiniley

Quale Press

Quarto / Frances Lincoln (UK)

Quarto / MoonDance Press (UK)

Quarto / Seagrass Press (UK)

Quarto / Wide Eyed Editions (UK)

Queens Army LLC

Rail Editions

Rain Mountain Press
Rain Taxi
• Matejkas, Adrian, Gymnopédies No. 3, 2017. Broadshe.

Rain Taxi / Ohm Editions
• Carollo, Kevin, Elizabeth Gregory, 2018.

Rainbow Communications
• Smith, Linda Varsell, Sparks: A Soul-Splinter Experiences Earth, 2017.

Rare Bird Lit
• Lee, Julayne, Not My White Savior, 2018.

Rattle
• Schneider, Mather, A Bag of Hands, 2018. Chapbook.

RAW ArT Press
• Posamentier, Evelyn, Royal Blue Car, 2017.

Raw Dog Screaming Press
• Lynch, Donna; ill. Steven Archer, Witches, 2018.
• Sng, Christina, A Collection of Nightmares, 2017.

Ray Zimmerman

Reality Beach
• Cuff, Alex, Family, a Natural Wonder, 2017. Chapbook.
• Good, Philip, Poets in a Box or Pluto in Motion, 2018. Chapbook.

Rector Press
• Sckolnick, Lewis, Astragal, 2017.
Red Bird Chapbooks


Red Dragonfly Press


Red Hen Press


**Red Hen Press / Boreal Books**
• Engelhardt, James, *Bone Willows*, 2018.

**Red Mare**

**Red Moon Press**
• Dillon, Mike, *Outside the Garden*, 2017.
• Larsson, Marcus, *Dad’s Accordion*, 2018.
• Pierides, Stella, *Of This World*, 2017.
• Piotrowski, Robert, *still the dead trees*, 2017.

**Red Mountain Press**
• Daniels, Jim, *The Middle Ages*, 2018.

**redbat books**

**RedBone Press**

**Regan Arts**

**Regnery Publishing**
Rescue Press

Richard Mankiewicz

Ridgeway Press

Rizzoli / Universe Publishing

Rogue Scholars Press / ANYDSWPE

Roof Books

Rose Metal Press

Russell Sebring

Rutgers University Press

Sagging Meniscus Press

**Saint Ann's**


**Saint Julian Press**


**Salmon Poetry (Ireland)**

• Dentz, Shira, *how do i net thee*, 2018.

**Sandy Berrigan**


**Sarabande Books**

• Mishler, Peter, *Fludde*, 2018.

**Saturnalia Books**
• Lawson, Shayla, *I Think I'm Ready To See Frank Ocean*, 2018.

**Schaffner Press**
• Lough, James, and Alex Stein, eds., *Short Circuits: Aphorisms, Fragments, and Literary Anomalies*, 2018. Anthology.

**Scurfpea Publishing**

**selva oscura press**

**Sensitive Skin Books**

**Serving House Books**

**Settlement House**
Seven Kitchens Press


Seven Stories Press


Shabda Press


Shade Mountain Press


Shallow Books

Shambhala Publications

Shambhala Publications / Roost Books
- Gulotta, Nicole, Eat This Poem: A Literary Feast of Recipes Inspired by Poetry, 2017. Prose.

Shearsman Books (UK)
- Chávez, Jorge Humberto; trans. Lawrence Schimel, I'd ask you to join me by the Río Bravo and weep but you should know neither river nor tears remain, 2017.
- Matsumoto, Lila, Urn & Drum, 2018.
- Matthias, John, At Large, 2017.

Shearsman Books / Shearsman Library (UK)
- Tarn, Nathaniel, At the Western Gates, 2018.

Sheep Meadow Press
- Cherciu, Lucia, Train Ride to Bucharest, 2017.
• Snyder, Esperanza, *Esperanza and Hope*, 2018.

**Shelterbelt Press**
• Amezcua, Eloisa, *From the Inside Quietly*, 2018.

**Shoestring Press**

**Sibling Rivalry Press**
• Hughes, Luther, *Touched*, 2018.
• Tran, Eric, *Revisions*, 2018.

**Sidbrow Books**

**Siglio**

**Siglio & Ugly Duckling Presse**

**Silverfish Press Review**
• Brown, Aaron, *Acacia Road*, 2018.

**Simon & Schuster / Scribner**

**Singing Horse Press**

**Sixteen Rivers Press**
• Knight, Lynne, *The Language of Forgetting*, 2018.
• Wegener, Gillian, *This Sweet Haphazard*, 2017.

**Skyhorse / Arcade Publishing**

**Slapering Hol Press**

**Slate Roof Press**
• Stearns, Catherine, *Then & Again*, 2018.
• Warrock, Anna M., *From the Other Room*, 2017.
Slipstream

Slope Editions
- Lester, Keegan, *this shouldn’t be beautiful but it was & it was all i had so i drew it*, 2017.

Solid Objects

The Song Cave

Southern California Haiku Study Group

Southern Illinois University Press

Southern Illinois University Press & Crab Orchard Review
- Shanahan, Charif, *Into Each Room We Enter Without Knowing*, 2017.

Southern Indiana Review Press
The Sow's Ear

Spears Media Press LLC
  • Ash, Joyce, Beautiful Fire, 2018.

The Spirit That Moves Us Press
  • Sklar, Morty, Cinda Kornblum, and Dave Morice, eds., The Ultimate Actualist Convention: A Detailed View of Iowa City Actualism in the 1970s & 1980s and Its Migration to the San Francisco Bay Area, 2017. Anthology.

SplitLevel Texts & Nightboat Books
  • Mayer, Bernadette, The Desires of Mothers to Please Others in Letters, 2017.

Spork Press

Spout Press

Spurl Editions

Spuyten Duyvil
  • Brennan, Dave, If Beauty Has To Hide, 2018.
  • Clarke, John, Trampling the Bulrushes, 2017.
  • Dwibedy, Biswamit, Hubble Gardener, 2018.
  • hastain, j/j, Priest/Ess 2: Asymptotic Utopia (Dirt Swirls in the Square Soul), 2017.
  • Henning, Barbara, Just Like That, 2018. Prose.
  • Light, Steve, Against Middle Passages, 2018.
  • Milazzo, Joe, Of All Places in This Place of All Places, 2018.
  • Mossin, Andrew, Torture Papers, 2017.
  • Savage, Claudia F., Bruising Continents, 2017.
  • Siegell, Paul, Take Out Delivery, 2018.
  • Stoddard, Christine, Water for the Cactus Woman, 2018.
• thilleman, t, the complete porch poems, 2018.
• Vogler, Brad, my radius, a small stone, 2018.

Spuyten Duyvil / Dispatches Editions

St. Andrew's University Press
• Harrington, Janis, Waiting for the Hurricane, 2017.

St. Johann Press

Standing Stone Books

Stanford University Press

Stark Mountain Press

Steel Toe Books
• Daniels, Jim, Street Calligraphy, 2017.

Stephen F. Austin State University Press
• Williams, Kimberly K., Finally, the Moon, 2017.

Sternberg Press (US / Germany)

Stesichorus Publications
• Klinkon, Laura, Kitchen Abrasives, 2017.
• Klinkon, Laura, Looking Askance, 2017.
Steve Bloom
- Bloom, Steve, One Hundred Years, 2017.

Stockport Flats / Lute & Cleat

Subpress

Sue Machlin

Sugartown Publishing
- Sequeira, Juan, Mi Tierra: America Familia Nicaragau Amor, 2017.

Sundress Publications / Agape Editions
- DiGiorgio, Emari, Girl Torpedo, 2018.

sunnyoutside

Sunshine Canyon Press

Supposed Crimes

Switchback Books
Talisman House Press
- Fischer, Norman, Untitled Series: Life as It Is, 2018.
- Nauen, Elinor, Now That I Know Where I’m Going, 2018.

Talonbooks (Canada)
- Karasick, Adeena, Checking In, 2018.
- Mancini, Donato, Same Diff, 2017.
- Morse, Garry Thomas, Safety Sand, 2018.

Tarpaulin Sky Press

Tavern Books

Tebot Bach
- Burgess, Jackson, Pocket Full of Glass, 2017.
- Dove, Linda, This Too, 2017.
• Sommers, Ephraim Scott, *The Night We Set the Dead Kid on Fire*, 2017.

**Temporary Tapes**
• Javier, Paolo, and David Mason, *maybe the sweet honey pours*, 2018. Multimedia.

**Tent Editions**

**Terrapin Books**
• Holmes, Karen Paul, *No Such Thing As Distance*, 2018.
• Saunier, Hayden, *How To Wear This Body*, 2017.

**Texas Review Press**
• Hardin, Jeff, *No Other Kind of World*, 2017.
• Illich, Lindsay, *rile & heave*, 2017.
• Schneider, Mike, *How Many Faces Do You Have?*, 2017.

**Texas Tech University Press**

**theenk Books**

**Third Man Books**
• lewis, erica, *mary wants to be a superwoman*, 2017.
• Smith, Abraham, *Destruction of Man*, 2018.

**This Not That Books**
• Alongi, Alan, *I Was Once Walking and Saw This*, 2018.

**Three Mile Harbor Press**

**Three: A Taos Press**
• Ryan, Joan Roberta, *Dark Ladies & Other Avatars*, 2017.

**Three-Legged Elephant Publishing**

**Thrice Publishing**

**Thurston Howl Publications**

**Tia Chucha Press**

**TigerBee Press**

**Tiger Bark Press**
• Hamill, Sam, *After Morning Rain*, 2018.

**Tiger’s Eye Press**

**Timeless, Infinite Light**
• Cruse, Alex, *Contraverse*, 2017.
• Davis, Madison, *Disaster*, 2017.

**Tin House Books**

**Tinderbox Editions**
Tinfish Press
- Chao, Geneve, Émigré, 2018.

Toad Press

Total Publishing
- Radu, Doru, In the Name of the Mother, the Sister and the Sinful Flesh, 2017.

TRA Publishing

TreeHouse Press

Trembling Pillow Press
- Ireland, Lauren, FEELINGS, 2018.
- Mathieu, Irène, orogeny, 2017.
- Sanders, Kristin, COUNTRY, 2017.

Trio House Press
- Cisper, Mary, Dark Tussock Moth, 2017.
- Demaree, Darren C., Two Towns Over, 2018.
- Parker, Pamela Johnson, Cleave, 2018.

Truman State University Press
- Davis, Carol V., Because I Cannot Leave This Body, 2017.

**Tupelo Press**
• Raab, Lawrence, *The Life Beside This One*, 2017.

**Turtle Point Press**

**Twin Palms Publishers**

**Two Sylvias Press**

**Ugly Duckling Presse**
• de la Torre, Mónica, *The Happy End / All Welcome*, 2017.
• Felsenthal, Alan, Lowly, 2017.
• Fitterman, Robert, This Window Makes Me Feel, 2018.
• Ndulue, Chukwuma, Boys Quarter, 2017. Chapbook.
• Riding, Laura, Convalescent Conversations, 2018. Prose.
• Riding, Laura, Experts Are Puzzled, 2018. Prose.
• Waters, Jacqueline, Commodore, 2017.
• White, Simone, Dear Angel of Death, 2017.

**Un-Gyve Press**

**Underground Books**
• Astanov, Jana, Antidivine, 2017. Chapbook.

**Unicorn Press**

**United Artists Books**
• Moritz, Dennis, Genet at Mettray: Selected Plays, 2018.
• Nemcosky, KB, Early Exits, 2018.

**University of Akron Press**

**University of Alabama Press**

**University of Alaska Press**
• LeMay, Julie, *The Echo of Ice Letting Go*, 2017.
• Partridge, Kate, *Ends of the Earth*, 2017.

**University of Alberta Press (Canada)**
• Major, Alice, *Welcome to the Anthropocene*, 2018.
• Martin, Lisa, *Believing is not the same as Being Saved*, 2017.

**University of Arizona Press**
• Matuk, Farid, *The Real Horse*, 2018.

**University of Arkansas Press**
• Schenkkan, Frances, *Mr. Stevens' Secretary*, 2017.

**University of California Press**


**University of Chicago / Neubauer Collegium Exhibitions**


**University of Chicago Press**


**University of Georgia Press**


**University of Hell Press**

• Chaney, Nikia, *Us Mouth*, 2018.
• O’Hare, Isobel, *All This Can Be Yours*, 2018.
University of Iowa Press
- Giannelli, Adam, Tremulous Hinge, 2017.
- Twemlow, Nick, Attributed to the Harrow Painter, 2017. Uncorrected proof.

University of Massachusetts Press
- O’Keefe, Timothy, You Are the Phenomenology, 2018.

University of Michigan Press

University of Nebraska Press
- Jaji, Tsitsi Ella, Beating the Graves, 2017.

**University of New Mexico Press**
• Carlson, Tina, *Ground, Wind, This Body*, 2017.

**University of North Texas Press**

**University of Notre Dame Press**

**University of Oklahoma Press**

**University of Pittsburgh Press**
• Barbosa, Shauna, *Cape Verdean Blues*, 2018.
• Barresi, Dorothy, *What We Did While We Made More Guns*, 2018.
• Hamby, Barbara, *Bird Odyssey*, 2018.

**University of South Carolina Press**

**University of Utah Press**

**University of Virginia Press**

**University of Virginia Press & Meridian**

**University of Wisconsin Press**
• Lantz, Nick, You, Beast, 2017.
• Powell, Lynn, Season of the Second Thought, 2017.

University Press of Kentucky
• Maples, Kwoya Fagin, Mend, 2018. Advance reading copy.
• Peterson, Rachel Danielle, A Girl’s a Gun, 2017.

University Press of New England

Unlikely Books
• McMillen, Anne, Monolith, 2017.
• Murphy, Sheila E., and Michelle Greenblatt, Ghazals 1–59 and Other Poems, 2017.
• Varn, C. Derick, Apocalyptics, 2017.

Unsolicited Books

Upper Hand Press
• Cefola, Ann, Free Ferry, 2017.

UpSet Press
• Huang, Vanessa, quiet of chorus, 2018.

Ursus Americanus Press
• Carter, Nathan Wade, ROYGBIV, 2017. Second printing.
Valiant Press

Véhicule Press / Signal Editions (Canada)

Veliz Books

Verge Books

Victor Sasson

Village of the Damned East

Virtual Artists Collective / Purple Flag Press

Virtual Artists Collective / strawberry hedgehog
• Schroeder, Steven, *In the Path of Totality*, 2018.

**A Vision and a Verse**

• McCarthy, Margaret, *The eye of summer is my eye*, 2017. Broadside.
• McCarthy, Margaret, *Let me understand this*, 2017. Broadside.
• McCarthy, Margaret, *They’re all leaving —*, 2017. Broadside.

**The Visual Arts Centre of Clarington (Canada)**


**VSW Press**


**W.W. Norton & Co.**

• Lee, Li-Young, *The Undressing*, 2018.
• Santos, Sherod, *Square Inch Hours*, 2017.

**W.W. Norton & Co. / Liveright**

**Wake Forest University Press**

**Wakefield Press**

**Washington Writers' Publishing House**

**Wave Books**

**Wayne State University Press**

**Waywiser Press (UK)**

**Wesleyan University Press**

**West End Press**
WestBow Press

White Pine Press
- Gilliam, Jimmie Margaret, Torn from the Ear of Night, 2017.
- Goldman, Janlori, Bread from a Stranger's Oven, 2017.
- Strong, Robert, Bright Advent, 2017.

Whitepoint Press

Wickford Art Association

Wild Ocean Press
- Doubiago, Sharon, Naked to the Earth, 2017.

Wilfrid Laurier University Press (Canada)

William P. Robertson

Wings Press


**Wordcatcher Publishing (UK)**


**WordFarm**


**Wordsong**


**WordTech Communications / Cherry Grove**

• Burd, Jennifer, *Day’s Late Blue*, 2017.
• Hadduck, Kevin, *A Farewell to Lent*, 2018.

**WordTech Communications / CW Books**
• Orazio, Amy, *Quench*, 2018.
• Steinbaum, Ellen, *This Next Tenderness*, 2018.

**WordTech Communications / David Robert Books**
• Saba, Mark, *Calling the Names*, 2017.

**WordTech Communications / Turning Point**
• Woodworth, Anne Harding, *The Eyes Have It*, 2018.

**WordTech Communications / Word Poetry**
• Hall, Martha Deborah, *Midnights in My Mending Room*, 2017.
• Hall, Martha Deborah, *The Undertows of Anger*, 2018.

**WordTech Communications / WordTech Editions**

- Perez, Jason Magabo, *This Is for the Mostless*, 2017.

**Write Bloody Publishing**


**WriteGirl**


**Yale Creative Writing**


**Yale University Press**

- Doan, Duy, *We Play a Game*, 2018.

**Yale University Press / Margellos World Republic of Letters**


**YesYes Books**

• Lovelace, Nabila, *Sons of Achilles*, 2018.
• Mortara, Jamie, *Good Morning America I Am Hungry and On Fire*, 2018.
• Mukomolova, Gala, *One Above One Below*, 2018.

**Zephyr Press**

• Ristović, Ana; trans. Steven Teref and Maja Teref, *Directions for Use*, 2017. Bilingual (Serbian-English).

**Zone 3 Press**


**Zoo Cake Press**